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How to explain the discrepancy between markets and real economy? 

We just witnessed the most extraordinary market, policy and economic developments in history. Never ever the stock markets declined so

sharply and recovered so fast within barely six months. Central banks and governments enacted extensive policies in a record time span.

Despite this extreme volatility our portfolios are faring well.

We, meanwhile, ask ourselves: How could markets recover so quickly when economic data still seem fragile? Where do go we from here?

While there are broad-based discussions ongoing how quickly major economies will recover and which shape it will take (V, U, W, L), the S&P 500

stock index reached the January levels at the beginning of June and crucial leading indicators (mainly survey data) climbed quickly above the 50-

thereshold indicating growth. Hard data (GDP, etc), however, still paint a distressing picture. The discrepancy is mainly explained by the effect of

trillions of dollars of liquidity being pumped into the system.
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The investors’ dilemmas

Where are the limits to interventions?

Interventions are, of course, not new and are necessary to prevent severe economic crises. Since 2008, however, as result of extended globalization,

rescue operations are occurring worldwide and almost simultaneously. The worrying factor is that the sequences of crises seem to accelerate in time

and amplitude. While the mission in 2008 has been to stabilize the financial system, it became now an all-encompassing undertaking to save the

whole world. Interventions become each time more interfering, using even fancier tools thereby abrogating the mechanism of free markets. The

Federal Reserve is now even contemplating to control the entire yield curve.

The problem is not the intervention by itself, but the missing exit strategies. This leads to even larger dimensions each time a serious problem arises.

As governments become more important stakeholders, political considerations risk to evolve into main criteria how to lead economic policies. As

where we stand now, it seems much healthier to accept economic cycles - including recessions - instead of this never-ending flood of interventions.

Normalization considerations seem currently, however, light-years away. Central banks can of course print money endlessly. Limiting factors would

certainly be when central banks transformed into a controlling holders of securities. Also, should an asset class offer unattractive returns, investors

may decide to leave a market segment. The central bank then would have to buy the whole market in order to prevent rising interest rates. In light of

the enormous debt loads, interest rate increases will be obstructed by any means. An explosion of central bank balance sheets could as well limit

money printing.

The financial crisis already showed us the way we are potentially going to – but this time in a intensified modus operandi: expropriation and

redistribution of capital – not really the idea of independently functioning market !

One of the key question is if this enormous liquidity boost will lead to higher inflation pressure. Improving economies would normally result in more

restrictive policies and less liquidity. In our manipulated world, we cannot be sure. Most likely, however, liquidity will be kept in the market for the

foreseeable future, which is potentially inflationary. There are basically two schools of thinking: monetarism and macro theories.
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The investors’ dilemmas

Monetarists would think that this creates inflation. In fact, inflation protection products (such as TIPs) are currently one of the best performing assets in

the fixed income space - without inflation or inflation expectations rising yet.

Non-monetarists may be inclined to observe the trends of labor income in recessions. In economies with weak labor rights, layoffs occur usually fast

and deep. In the latest US employment report the average wages declined more than expected, suggesting the low income workers were the

beneficiaries of hiring. More flexible forms of labor contracts are also much in vogue, forcing employees to accept “on call” jobs and other

disadvantages. Under this angle, inflation might be less of a threat.
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The investors’ dilemmas

Can stock markets still move higher as a V-shaped recovery seems already discounted?

• Stock investors seem to look through the Covid-19 crisis. The repression of the virus seems, however, in many instances very difficult. Will set-

backs ultimately be reflected?

• Should there really be a full recovery, wouldn’t the market at some point reflect less stimulative measures?

• The best outcome for stocks would be a slow recovery: It reflects progress but at the same time still need for stimulative action. Yet the market has

already fully regained the initial losses. Wouldn’t that be too much, too fast for such a scenario?

While the stock market per se has recovered, it is interesting to note that cyclical sectors have mostly been lagging (see left graph). A sector rotation

has the potential to lead to still higher equity indices.

Earnings are the most decisive factor for stock markets. For the first time in more than five months, analysts lifted their S&P 500 profit expectations for

2021, after cutting them non-stop since January (see right graph). Estimates for 2020 also stopped falling. As the equity market is a leading indicator,

investors are focussing already on 2021.

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg

Cyclicals have been lagging

Analysts only recently started to rise earnings estimates 
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The investors’ dilemmas

Conclusion:

• Central banks in coordination with governments are currently the market drivers. They are believed to keep a very stimulative monetary

policy well into 2021.

• Any exit strategies are far away and doubtful, particularly in light of failing after the financial crisis.

• Very low interest rates force investors into risky assets. Some of these are facing, however, defaults. Selection is crucial.

• Stock markets have priced in a V-shaped economic recovery. The development of the Corona virus may lead to a setback.

• Fixed Income markets reflect highly manipulative central bank actions with potential yield curve controls.

• If inflation will indeed occur depends mostly on future central bank actions.

• Alternative investments have to be selected carefully. Gold should be kept given negative real rates and potentially failing central bank

exit strategies.

• Speculative behavior has generally strongly increased.

For more insights please see our section: how are we invested and why?
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2020 Performance year-to-date major asset classes in local currencies
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Performance major asset classes in 2Q 2020 in local currencies
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Disclaimer
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This report has been issued by Lotos Asset Management AG solely for information purposes and is not intended to be an offer,

recommendation or solicitation to purchase or sell an investment product or to employ a specific investment strategy. It is intended for

the recipient’s sole use and may not be forwarded, used or reproduced for any other purpose. Although information in this document has

been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, Lotos Asset Management AG does not represent or warrant its accuracy, and such

information may be incomplete or condensed. All estimates and opinions in this document constitute Lotos Asset Management AG’s

judgment as of the date of the document and may be subject to change without notice. Lotos Asset Management AG will not be

responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statement contained herein or for any omission. Lotos Asset

Management AG does not make any representation nor guarantee that it has completely researched or performed due diligence

procedures sufficient to identify all significant risks within the strategy, the investment product, or the manager and thus assumes no

liability for losses arising from the use of this report. Historical data on the performance of assets, investment products or strategies does

not represent any indication for future performance.

Lotos Asset Management AG is an active member of the Financial Standards Association (VQF), the leading industry organization for

independent asset managers (BOVV) in Switzerland. The Federal Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) officially recognizes

VQF as a self-regulatory organization (SRO) with regard to the combating of money laundering (GwG). In addition, Lotos Asset

Management AG is compliant with standards in the asset management industry and the agreement on the Swiss bank’s code of conduct

with regard to the exercise of due diligence (CDB16). The exclusive place of jurisdiction is Switzerland.


